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About

Richard Fullerton is an articulate and highly-experienced copywriter and marketer. 
He currently works as a marketing consultant and copywriter under his personal 
brand, New River Marketing. Richard has worked in marketing for over 20 years, 
chiefly in integrated marketing agencies in London in client service. He is a highly-
creative individual who has built brands for a wide range of organisations in both 
the B2C and B2B sectors. 

Richard has an MSc in eMarketing and three marketing diplomas, and can bring a 
unique mix of experience, skills and knowledge to any copywriting role. With a 
track record of originating highly impactful headlines and copy, he has extensive 
experience working successfully as a team with various art directors. This portfolio 
is a sample of his creative work over the years.



Jones Joinery is a sole proprietorship company 
based in Cambridge that designs and builds 
premium bespoke furniture, including kitchens, 
storage solutions, gates and doors. NRM was 
approached in March 2020 to create a new 
website and new logo. The existing website did 
not reflect the high quality product and did not 
generate enough visits via organic search. 

The new HTTPS/SSL-enabled website and logo 
not only reflects the premium nature of the 
brand and product but is generating a pipeline of 
enquiries from customers. SEO work is ongoing 
to maintain the website high up in Search Engine 
Results Pages (SERPs).



Designed the new website and 

wrote compelling copy to reflect 

the high quality product.

www.jonesjoinery.co.uk

http://www.jonesjoinery.co.uk/


Form the Future CIC is a Cambridge-based social 
enterprise which aims to empower young people 
in their career choices and prepare them for the 
future, and to enable businesses to safeguard 
and build their talent pipeline. 

FtF was appointed by the Greater Cambridge 
Partnership to run a new apprenticeships service 
in 2019 in the Cambridge region, where there is a 
severe skills shortage. The service helps 
employers to recruit and train young people with 
the necessary skills to succeed in their business 
and industry.



Originated headlines 

and copy for pull-up 

banners, with input 

in overall design.



Wrote all copy and did full design for this 6pp DL roll fold leaflet aimed 

to give potential apprentices all the information they require.

http://www.newrivermarketing.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Apprenticeship-Candidate-leaflet-comp.pdf


Wrote all copy and did layout design for this 8pp DL roll fold leaflet aimed 

at giving employers key information on apprenticeships.

http://www.newrivermarketing.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Aprenticeship-Employer-leaflet.pdf


Social Media

Sourced and posted key content for the Greater 

Cambridge Apprenticeships Facebook and Twitter 

channels post-launch. 



CB1 is a 25-acre mixed-use development by 
Brookgate that has created a new city quarter for 
Cambridge. At its core is a state-of-the-art 
transport interchange at the rail station which 
includes a new public square, radiating from 
which are prestigious ‘grade A’ offices, premium 
residential, retail and hotel space and purpose-
built student residence accommodation.

CB1 Community is a website managed by 
Bidwells, and owned by CB1 Estate Management, 
the company responsible for running the CB1 
area. The website is the flagship of an initiative 
to improve communication and cohesion 
between members of the CB1 community, 
whether they be residents, workers or 
stakeholders.



Website

Designed the structure and functionality of the new website, wrote all the copy and 

sourced all imagery. 

https://cb1community.org.uk/


Cambridge Ahead is a business and academic 
membership organisation dedicated to the 
successful growth of Cambridge and its region in 
the long-term. Its vision is to make Cambridge 
the greatest small city in the world, and act as a 
catalyst for the success of Cambridge and quality 
of life across the city region. 

It works closely with local and national 
government and other key stakeholders to 
generate action in support of the primary role of 
statutory bodies.



Website

Designed the structure of the 

first iteration of the website 

and originated most of its 

content, and maintained it for 

three years. 



Newsletter

Regular work with art director to 

create the quarterly newsletter, 

and collate and edit content.



Social Media

Set up Cambridge Ahead’s

social media channels. Grew 

@CambAhead Twitter 

following from zero to 2,500+ 

in three years by originating 

and sourcing content and 

targeting key target audiences.



Email marketing

Originated all of CA’s email 

marketing copy as well as 

loading and broadcasting 

emails to database using 

MailChimp.



Originated copy for pull-up 

banners, with input in 

overall design.



Conceived the name of The Case for Cambridge, an initiative 

designed to convince central Government of the urgent need 

for investment in infrastructure, housing and skills to ensure 

the city’s continued growth. 

Also designed the structure of the 14pp prospectus, chose 

images and designed and wrote the content for the final roll-

fold ‘Ideas that change the world’ pages. 



Proposed graphics and 

researched and wrote 

content for The Case for 

Cambridge infographic.

Originated copy for pull-up 

banners, with input in design.



Originated copy content for the Cambridge 

Cluster Map website, a big data resource 

highlighting the data on the cluster of businesses 

located within 20 miles of Cambridge. 



Web banner and MPU adsPull-up banner

Print masthead ad for Cambridge’s Business Weekly newspaper

Press ad

Originated hard-hitting headline and full copy for the 

Cambridge Cluster Map promotion.





Soldier magazine

RAF News magazine
RAF News magazine

Sixth Sense – British 

Forces’ in Germany 

newspaper

Forces Cars Direct is an SME selling discounted vehicles to the UK Armed Forces and Police. Print titles 

were still key in reaching the audience and the ads needed refreshing. As well as improving the visual 

branding, I designed a new ‘grid’ created for the art director to follow and originated effective headlines 

which provided ‘cut-through’ in a highly-competitive market.



In 2011, Digital marketing was becoming 

increasingly important but like the print 

ads, the online ads were amateurish and 

ineffective. So I developed new headlines 

and supporting copy reflecting the 

Forces’ service arm and location, and 

designed new ads to match. 





The Real London series of guides for Londoners were designed to get them to use public transport to visit 

attractions off-peak around London. Each guide had over 40 venues or events. In four separate placements 

spanning two years, Real London ‘Markets’, ‘Outdoors’, ‘Entertainment’ and ‘Arts’ guides were created. As 

well as project managing their production, including briefing the photographers, I was heavily involved in 

sourcing the content, copywriting and editing.





Jacksons Fencing is a family-run business that was started back in 1947 and has a unique Jakcure wood treatment process 
that enables the company to offer a 25yr guarantee on its wood products. In 2017, it is a well-known national and 
international provider of wood and security fencing & gates, as well as garden and outdoors product lines. Back in 2000, the 
web was in its infancy and the firm relied on niche consumer and trade magazines to promote its lines. But its ads were 
tired and uncompetitive. Working with the art director, I was tasked with producing a series of template ads which the 
Jacksons’ in-house artworkers could adapt for insertions in various titles. Key was getting the anti-rot and quality 
propositions across to the audiences and this necessitated original headlines that out-performed those of the competition.

https://www.jacksons-fencing.co.uk/
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